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Abstract—With the development of the technology like 3D
specialized markers, we could capture the moving signals
from marker joints and create a huge set of 3D action
MOCAP data. The more we understand the human action,
the better we could apply it to applications, e.g., action
recognition (security), animation (sport, 3D cartoon movies,
and virtual world), analysis of sports, game etc. In order
to find the semantically representative features of human
actions, we propose the semantic annotation approach of the
human motion capture data and use the relational feature
concept to extract automatically a set of action features
as spatial information. For each action class, we propose
a statistical method to further extract the common sets as
temporal sequences of above from spatial information. The
final knowledge extracted is used to recognize the action.
In our experiments, we show that the knowledge extracted
by this method achieves very high accuracy in recognizing
actions on testing data-set with only few of training samples.

Keywords-Semantic Action Features; Relational Features;
3D Mocap Data; Semantic-based; Joint Velocity; Active
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deeper understanding on human actions is required

in many applications, e.g., action recognition (security),

animation (sport, 3D cartoon movies, virtual world), etc.

With the great advance of technology, todays motion

capturing systems can track specialized markers and map

the moving pose into 3D space. All 3D position joints of

every pose create a large space of computation in the 3D

MoCap data. The underlying questions are how to measure

similarity between motions or how to compare motions in

a meaningful way. Because the real applications could use

multi-cameras, the action knowledge extracted should have

high semantic level. All 3D position joints of every pose

create a large space in the 3D MoCap data. The underlying

questions are how to measure similarity between motions

or how to compare motions in a meaningful way. The main

problem is that the granularity of MoCap data is too fine

for our purpose: Human actions typically exhibit global

and local temporal deformation, i.e. different movement

speed and timing difference. The similar types of motions

may exhibit significant spatial and temporal variations.

The irrelevant details (like noise) as well as spatial pose

deformations may interfere with the actual semantics that

we are trying to capture.

Figure 1: Flow chart of the proposed approach.

The main contribution of this work is automatically

extracting the common sets for each action class from

3D MoCap data. We propose the semantic annotation

approach of the human motion capture data and use the

relational feature concept to automatically extract a set

of action features. For each action class, we propose a

statistical method to extract the common sets. The knowl-

edge extracted is used to recognize the action. As our

our previous work[1], we pre-defined relational features

manually as the universal set of action features and use

statistical method to pick up the common sets as temporal

information. In this work, instead of manually defining,

we extract the set of action features automatically based

on the velocity feature of body joints. We considered this

set as action spatial information. We combine both spatial

and temporal processes to extract the action knowledge

and use them for action recognition. The whole process

can be divided into three main steps as showed in Figure

1.
1. Extraction of Active Part and Active Frames: From

3D MoCap data, for each action category, we calculate the

velocity of body joints and select the most active parts (as
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sets of joints) which have high average velocities. Base

on these active parts, we can extract the Active-Frames

for each sample in the database.

2. Extraction of Spatial Information: In this work, we

consider the General Relational Features, which express

the geometric relationship among the set of some 3D

points, are the action units. We apply them to different set

of body joints and extract the common action features on

Active-Frames in the database. The sets of action features

in each action are consider as words of each document

category. We use the text retrieval method improved TF-

IDF[2] to calculate the words weighting. We select the

top-N RFs which have highest weighting. These RFs are

considered as the spatial action information.

3. Extraction of Temporal Action Information: For each

action class and its spatial information, we propose a

statistical method to extract the common sets as action

temporal information. The knowledge extracted is used to

recognize the action.

The structure is given as follow: In the section 2, we

review related works and some state-of-art approaches.

In section 3, from the 3D MoCap data, we propose a

method to extract the active parts and active-frames by

using velocity feature for each action category. In section

4, we extract the spatial action information by using the

relational features concept. We apply them to different sets

of body joints to extract the common action features on

the active frames. In section 5, we extract the temporal

information and present the action recognition method.

We do experiments with these extracted features in action

recognize in section 6. The conclusion and further works

are presented in section 7.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review the features of widely

used in representing action data and their extraction. A key

issue of feature extraction is to identify the significant spa-

tial and temporal features of an action. Previous methods

of feature extraction can be divided into two categories,

i.e., content-based and semantic-based.

• Content-based approaches provide a foundation in

lower dimensional representation for the movement

sequence analysis, retrieval, identification and syn-

thesis;

• Semantic-based approaches focus on solving the

high-dimensional computational problems arising

from the human motion sequences. They support the

follow-up stages of processing the human movement

on a natural language level.

A. Content-based approaches

Most of the content-based approaches are based on

features that are semantically close to the raw data. Some

approaches use the concept of “motion graph” and the

nearest-neighbor search as a central searching tool to speed

up the retrieval process. Using joint angles as the distance

metric, Alla et al.[3] represented the desired motion as an

interpolation of two time-scaled paths through a motion

graph. The graph is constructed to support interpolation

and pruned for efficient search. Kovar et al.[4] use point

cloud distance measure on a normalized window. They

build so called “match webs” on dense distance matrices.

They perform numerical and logical similarity searches on

collections of motion capture data.

There are some researches propose indexing and match-

ing algorithms for human motion data retrieval. Wu et

al.[5-6] divide the human character model into partitions

to measure the temporal similarity of each partition by

self-organizing map and SmithWaterman algorithm. The

overall similarity between two motion clips is achieved

by integrating the similarities of the separate body parti-

tions. Pradhan et al.[7] index the positional information

of different human body joints in a motion as the feature

points. They construct a composite index structure for 3-D

human motions comprising five index trees corresponding

to sub body parts. Each index tree with respect to the

corresponding sub body part gives the relevant motions

that are ranked using a similarity measure to get the

most relevant motions. Deng et al.[8] employs a motion

pattern discovery and matching scheme that breaks human

motions into a part-based, hierarchical motion represen-

tation. Building upon this representation, a fast string

match algorithm is used for efficient runtime motion query

processing.

Some researches try to reduce the complexity and

redundancy of the raw MoCap data by employing dimen-

sion reduction techniques. Liu et al.[9-10] exploits the

redundancy in motion capture data by reducing marker

set to predict the others. They use principle component

analysis (PCA) to represent a motion by a piece wise linear

model. The motion sequences are divided into segments of

low dimension and retrieve a feature vector from each of

the motion segments. Li et al.[11] present multi-attribute

motion data as matrices and use singular value decompo-

sition on a joint angle matrix of a motion clip to capture

the major geometric structure. They segment the multi-

attribute motion streams and recognizes stream patterns

by exploring multi-class SVM classifiers with estimated

class probabilities. Guo et al.[12] use nonlinear ISOMAP

manifold learning algorithm and adopt the scarcity of

neighboring-graph to improve this algorithm and apply

the massive human motion database. They build a motion

string index for database then deploy Smith-Waterman

algorithm to compare the retrieval samples motion string

with motion strings of candidate datasets. Ren et al.[13]

employs BIRCH-based clustering method to incrementally

clustering and propose an elastic LCS(longest common

subsequence) algorithm to discover the similar motion

subsequences based on the posture clustering result. The

motion patterns are extracted and stored, with each pattern

containing a set of similar motions.

The content-based approaches pay the price for the

inherent complexity of human motion in terms of compu-

tational complexity. These features are also very sensitive

towards pose deformations which may occur in logically

related motions. Furthermore, Kovar and Gleicher[14]
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have proved that a logically similar sequence is not always

existing in the numerical similarity measures. The above

mentioned methods do not analyze the captured human

motion data at a profound semantic level. Thus, the

movement data cannot achieve fine-grained knowledge and

understanding.

B. Semantic-based approaches

Semantic-based approaches focus on solving the high-

dimensional computational problems arising from the hu-

man motion sequences. They support the follow-up stages

of processing the human movement on a natural language

level. The semantic-based processing is still less devel-

oped. They focus on how to measure similarity between

motions or how to compare motions in a meaningful way.

It requires the understanding of the capture motion action

and expresses definition of object motion models. Arikan

et al.[15] proposed a semi-automatic annotation procedure,

where a user is required to annotate a small portion of the

database. The user annotations are then generalized to the

entire database in a frame-wise fashion using SVM clas-

sifiers. Muller et al.[16] propose the concept of Relational

Features (RFs) which describe the boolean geometric

relations between specified body points of a pose. RFs

provide a compact, semantically meaningful representation

of motions and are largely invariant to various kinds of

spatial deformations of poses. This annotation strategy is

segment-based instead of frame-based, thus resulting in

semantically more meaningful units. Muller and Roder[17]

further develop the concept of motion templates which

capture consistent and varying aspects of a set of motions

and a fast index-based motion retrieval procedure. Gao

et al.[18-19] adopt a pre-computation strategy in the

indexing structure from RF concept[16], which can speed

up the retrieval process. They present a scene description

language to describe motions effectively, which bridges the

gap between users vague perception and explicit motion

scene description. Baak et al.[20] further present a novel

key-frame based algorithm using RFs concept. A key-

frame query consists of a sequence of key-frames, where

each key-frame is specified by a Boolean feature vector

that describes features relations of a specific pose.

For action retrieval or recognition, the above systems

require the user to incorporate some prior knowledge about

the intended motion hits by selecting suitable features.

This manual interaction is a disadvantage in view of fully

automatic retrieval, as required for automatic motion reuse

applications. The main contribution of this work fills this

gap by automatically extracting the common sets for each

action class. We propose the semantic annotation approach

of the human motion capture data and use the relational

feature concept to automatically extract a set of action

features. For each action class, we propose a statistic

method to extract the common set and mining their logical

order. The action knowledge extracted is used to recognize

action.

III. AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION OF ACTIVE PART AND

ACTIVE FRAMES

With the great advance of technology, today’s motion

capturing systems can track specialized markers and map

the moving pose into 3D space. The action properties are

expressed through active body parts and active frames. In

this section, we first define the body part from skeleton

joints. We calculate the vector velocity of body parts to

extract the active parts for each action category and active

frames for each sample.

A. Skeleton and Body Joints

All 3D position joints of every pose create a large space

of computation in the 3D MoCap data. We denote the

actions database D contain all action categories as:

D = {Actionl}NC
l=1 (1)

where, NC is the number of different actions.

The set of samples in each action category is denoted

as:

Actionl = {sl,i}NSl

i=1 (2)

where, NSl is the number of samples in Actionl.

The 3D skeleton is a set of all joints:

Joints = {ji}NJ
i=1 (3)

where, NJ is the number of joints.

We divide the set of all joints into five parts: (1) Left

leg, (2) Right leg, (3) Left hand, (4) Right hand and (5)

Body. The detail of parts and their joints are showed in

Figure 2.

Figure 2: Skeletal kinematic chain model: rigid bones and

joint names.

B. Velocity of Body Joints and Parts

We denote Posf (ji) is the position of joint ji in three

dimension at the frame f . The velocity of joint ji from

frame fk−1 to fk is defined as:

vfk (ji) =
d
(
Posfk (ji) , Posfk−1

(ji)
)

fk − fk−1
(4)
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where, d(x, y) calculates the distance between two 3D

points (x, y). The velocity of the all joints and frames

of action sample s is a matrix:

Vs = [vfk (ji)]
fk=[1,NF (s)]
ji=[1,NJ] (5)

where, NF (s) is the number of frames in sample s.

The Figure 3 shows the velocity matrices of 3 different

samples of action walk2StepsLeftLegStart from HDM05

MoCap database[23]. Each sample has 31 joints described

as the number of rows. The columns are denoted to the

number of frames of those samples.

Figure 3: The velocity matrix of three different samples

of the action walk2StepsLeftLegStart.

In order to extract the important parts for each action

category, we calculate the average velocity for each part.

For Actionl, the average velocity of Partp, 1 ≤ p ≤ 5 is

calculated as:

v̄
Partp
Actionl

=
1

NSl

NSl∑
u=1

∑
ji∈Partp

NF (sl,u)∑
fk=1

(vfk (ji)) (6)

where, NF (sl,u) is the number of frames in sample sl,u.

The average velocity vector for all parts of Actionl is:

v̄Actionl
=

[
v̄
Partp
Actionl

]5
p=1

(7)

C. Extract Active Parts

In order to extract the important parts in each action

sample (or category), we define the Action Templates

which are the five dimensional boolean vectors. Each

template expresses the active (value 1) and inactive (value

0) parts during each action sample (or category). We

denote the set of all templates as:

T = {Templatek}NT
k=1 (8)

where, NT is the number of templates, and

Templatek = [vi]
5
i=1 , vi = {0, 1} (9)

We extract the active body parts by finding the best fit

template from set T as:

• We get the maximum value max in parts average

velocity vector v̄,

• The Templatek is chosen from set T , if it sat-

isfies: (Templatek [i] = 1) ∧ (v̄i ≥ max · θ), where

1 ≤ i ≤ 5 and θ is the accept threshold (e.g. θ = 0.8).

Our fixed template presents the active parts for each

action category. We denote the set of active parts in

Actionl as:

ActiveParts (Actionl) = {Partk}NPl

k=1 (10)

where, NPl is the number of active parts of action

Actionl.

D. Extract Active Frames

In order to extract the active frames for each sample,

we consider our velocity matrix as an image and convert

it to binary image by using threshold Otsu method[21].

The columns contain value 1s are considered as candidate

frames and value 0s as inactive frames. The active frames

are collected if candidate frames have value 1s in the joints

index row which belong to the active parts. This calcula-

tion of active frames from velocity matrix is showed in

Figure 4.

Figure 4: Calculation of Active Frames from Velocity

Matrix.

IV. EXTRACT ACTION SPATIAL INFORMATION

Instead of using the raw skeleton sequences as features,

we first convert them into a sequence of binary codes

for representing the occurrence of predefined unit actions,

namely relational features, which provides semantically

meaningful features and allows the application of many

deterministic methods. The concept of relational features

was first introduced by Muller and Roder[17]. Relational

features describe the boolean geometric relations between

specified body points of a pose or between short sequences

of poses, and show how these features induce a temporal

segmentation of motion capture data streams. The four

points can also be picked in various meaningful ways for

representing different unit actions, and result in different

generic relational features. The set of Relational Features

(RFs) is created by a small number of Generic Relational

Features (GRFs) which encode certain point constellations

in 3D space and time.

From four points, we have some GRFs as following:

• Fplane = F
(j1,j2,j3;j4)
θ,plane assumes the value one iff point

j4 has a signed distance greater than θ ∈ R from the

oriented plane spanned by the points j1, j2 and j3.
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• Fnplane = F
(j1,j2,j3;j4)
θ,nplane is similar to Fplane, but the

plane in terms of a normal vector given by points j1, j2,

and passes through the anchor point j3. The Hesse normal

form yields the signed distance of point j4.

• Fangle = F
(j1,j2,j3;j4)
θ,angle assumes the value one iff the

angle between the directed segments determined by line

(j1, j2) and line (j3, j4) is within the threshold range θ ∈
[0, π].

• Fnmove = F
(j1,j2,j3;j4)
θ,nmove considers the velocity of point

j4 relative to point j3 and assumes the value one iff the

component of this velocity in the direction determined the

line segment from point j1 to j2 is above θ .

• Fmove = F
(j1,j2,j3;j4)
θ,move is similar semantics to Fnmove,

but the direction is given by the normal vector of the

oriented plane spanned by points j1,j2 and j3.

Each of these features maps a given pose to the set of (0,

1) and depends on a set of joints, denoted by j1, j2, ... to

create the set of relational features. The relational feature

is a function stream f frames that only assumes the values

zero and one:

F : P → {0, 1}f (11)

Regarding GRFs as the letters in the alphabet, we treat

the set of RFs as the bag of words created from these

letters. The set of relational features is created by applying

the set of GRFs to special poses and joints. The joints

in RFs (except Fangle) can be divided into two parts:

observer-joint (j4) and based-joints (j1,j2,j3). In order to

control the number of RFs, the observer-joints are selected

from active parts joints and based-joints are from inactive

parts joints. For Fangle, all the joints are selected from

active parts joints.

For each action sample, we extract all active relational

features which get value 1 in the active frames. These

RFs are consider as words in a document and action

categories contain same kind of action documents. We use

the improved TF-IDF[2] to calculate the words weighting.

We select the set of top-N words, which have highest

weighting from all categories, is considered as action

spatial information:

Φ = {Fi}N
RF

i=1 (12)

where NRF is the number of relational features. From

now, we call relational features from extracted spatial

information as action features.

V. EXTRACT ACTION TEMPORAL INFORMATION

In order to extract the logical order from action spatial

information for each action category, we use the idea of

Apriori algorithm which learns the association rules by

identifying the frequent item sets that appear sufficiently

often in the database. We consider the association depen-

dency between sets of relational features in a more explicit

way. Instead of start counting from individual items, we

calculate the frequency of sets of items in the database

and extend them to larger item sets when they appear

sufficiently often in database. We first define the sequence

and sub-sequence of action signals which are used to

calculate the confidence of relational features sets. After

that, we use the Apriori-like algorithm to calculate the

frequency of common relational features sets and define

the action knowledge.

A. Sequence and sub-sequence of action signals

The sequence of action signals under a set of m (m ≥ 2)

action features takes 2m − 1 possible values:

SACTIV E
m = {(0, ..., 1) , (0, ..., 1, 0) , ..., (1, ..., 1)} (13)

For every set of m action features Fu1
, Fu2

,...,Fum
,

ua �= ub; a, b ≤ m;ua, ub ∈ 1, NRF , we define the i−th

sequence of active signals as:

pi =
{
(ki,1, N

F
i,1), (ki,2, N

F
i,2), ..., (ki,NSeg

i
, NF

i,NSeg
i

)
}
(14)

where ki,t ∈ SACTIV E
m ; NF

i,t is the number of continuous

frames get value ki,t; N
Seg
i is the number of segments in

sequence pi.

For the similar measure process, we first define qi as a

sub-sequence of pi:

qi =
{
(ki,t1 , N

F
i,t1), (ki,t2 , N

F
i,t2), ..., (ki,th , N

F
i,th

)
}

(15)

where h is the number of segments in the sub-sequence

and 1 ≤ h ≤ NSeg
i ; tl is the segment index of the sequence

pi and satisfy tl ≤ tl+1 − 1, l = 1, 2, ..., h− 1.

B. Common action features sets

We use the Apriori-like algorithm to calculate the

frequency of common action features. In the first pass,

we count the support of sets of two action features and

determine which of them are large, i.e. have minimum

support. In each subsequent pass, we start with a seed set

of item sets found to be large in the previous pass. We

use this seed set for generating new potentially item sets

of three action features, called candidate item sets, and

calculate the actual support for these candidate item sets

during the pass over the data. At the end of the pass, we

determine which of the candidate item sets are actually

large, and they become the seed for the next pass. This

process continues until no new large item sets are found.

Each action is a set of NRF sequences. We start with the

set of every two action features (Fu1
, Fu2

). With qi and

qj are the sequences of (Fu1
, Fu2

) for different samples,

we check every pair of (qi, qj) from all examples of this

action class. We define a similar process to find a pair of

sub-sequences qi ∈ pi, qj ∈ pj which satisfies |qi| = |qj |
and the optimal warping is achieved by (q̂i, q̂j) which

maximizes the warping distance, i.e,

(q̂i, q̂j) = argmax
(qi,qj)

Spi,pj |qi,qj (16)

Spi,pj
= Spi,pj |q̂i,q̂j (17)

where Spi,pj |qi,qj stands for the wrapped similarity be-

tween pi and pj under wrapping style (qi, qj). And
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S(pi, pj) is the maximized similarity between pi and pj
under optimal warping style (q̂i, q̂j). Especially, we define

Spi,pj |qi,qj =

∑|pi|
t=1 (n

F
i,t + nF

j,t)δki,t,kj,t∑|pi|
t=1 n

F
i,t +

∑|pj |
t=1 n

F
j,t

(18)

where nF
∗,t is the number of frames in segment tth of

sequence p∗, and δki,t,kj,t =

{
1 a = b

0 a �= b
being the

Kronecker delta function. Spi,pj |qi,qj takes value from 0

to 1, and evaluates the number of matched values between

sub-sequence of qi and qj by the total active frames in two

sequences. It gets value near to 1 if the sequence qi is the

same to sequence qj . The support of current classification

results by set of (Fu1 , Fu2) is evaluated by the average

similarity between all pairs (pi, pj) from all examples of

the action At:

RSUP (Fu1
, Fu2

) =
1

�2NAt

∑
1≤i<j≤NAt

Spi,pj (19)

where NAt
is the number of samples in the action class

At. The confident between Fu1
and Fu2

is the weight

decided as:

w2 =

{
RSUP(Fu1

, Fu2
), RSUP(Fu1

, Fu2
) ≥ θ

0, otherwise
(20)

The set of all action features which satisfy Eq.(20) is a

seed set. We use this set for generating new potentially

large item sets as candidate item sets. The sequences

created from this set contain three different action fea-

tures. Similarity, we use the Eq.(16) to (19) to calculate

the confidence for (Fu1
, Fu2

, Fu3
). The set of all action

features satisfied the confidence greater than θ becomes a

seed set and is used for generating new potentially larger

item sets. This process continues until no more new larger

item sets are found.

C. Temporal Information from Common Action features

We assume that we have NACT different actions in

our database. For the t-th action, where t =
[
1, NACT

]
,

we collect all sets of (Fu1
, Fu2

), (Fu1
, Fu2

, Fu3
),... which

have the confidence greater than threshold θ. For each set,

we save the the average sequence presented for all samples

in this action category and get the action knowledge:

K = {TIt|t ∈ 1, NACT } (21)

where TIt is temporal information of each action At:

TIt = {(Seti,midSeqi)}N
At
set

i=1 (22)

where Seti is the set of action features which has the

confidence greater than threshold θ; the average sequence

midSeqi is chosen among all sample sequences set, if it

is the most similar to others; and NAt
set is the total number

of sets.

D. Action Recognition

We use the action knowledge extracted to action recog-

nition. In order to recognize the unknown testing action,

we consider to classify the new document to different

categories. In this way, the list of actions is correlated to

the category of different documents. The sets of action

features in each action present for the common words

of each document category. We use the word weighting

method TF-IDF[22] to classify the new document to

different categories. At first, we collect the words for the

new document (unknown category). Each document is the

action which contains NRF sequences correlated to the

set of NRF relational features. Each word is a set of

action features. For each action At, we collect the “words”
as following: We calculate the confidence between the

sequence from testing action and the trained average

sequence. We collect all words for the new document for

the action At:

ETST
t =

N
At
set⋃

i=1

Seti, S(seq
TST
i ,midSeqTRN

i ) ≥ θ (23)

where seqTST
i and midSeqTRN

t are the testing sequence

and trained average sequence in the unknown action for

the set of action features Seti. Then, we use the TF-IDF

to calculate each word in the new document ‘belongs to’
action At from the action knowledge K. For each word w
in the new document, we get its confidence weight from

the action TIt to calculate the TF . IDF is calculated as

the number of action categories in the list action K which

contains the word w.

CTST (TIt) =
∑

w ∈ ETST
t

TF (w, TIt)× IDF (w,K)

(24)

where,

TF (w, TIt) =
weightTIt (w)− θ

1− θ
;

IDF (w,K) = 1∣∣∣{TIt ∈ K : w ∈ TIt|t ∈ 1, NACT
}∣∣∣

where, weightTIt (w) is the confidence value of the word

w in action TIt. The winner is the action index which

gets the highest value from following equation:

LTST = argmax
t

(
CTST(TIt)

)
(25)

where, t =
[
1, NACT

]
. If CTST (TIt) gets the highest

value in all action categories At, t = 1, 2, ..., NACT , then

the testing action takes t as the winner label LTST .

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We use the 3D motion capture data from HDM05

motion capture database[23] for performance validation.

We collect thirty-one different actions as showed in Table

I. Each action has from thirteen to fifty-two samples and

performed by five different actors. We randomly sampled

2,4,6 and 8 samples of the action sequences for training
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Table I: List of experiment actions.

ID Action Name ID Action Name ID Action Name ID Action Name

0 kickRFront1Reps 8 skier1RepsLstart 16 throwSittingHighR 24 elbowToKnee1RepsRelbowStart
1 punchRFront1Reps 9 sneak2StepsLStart 17 throwBasketball 25 grabHighR
2 rotateArmsRForward1Reps 10 cartwheelLHandStart1Reps 18 turnLeft 26 grabLowR
3 shuffle2StepsLStart 11 squat1Reps 19 turnRight 27 hopBothLegs2hops
4 walk2StepsLstart 12 staircaseDown3Rstart 20 clap5Reps 28 jogLeftCircle4StepsRstart
5 walkOnPlace2StepsLStart 13 staircaseUp3Rstart 21 depositHighR 29 jumpDown
6 sitDownChair 14 standUpKneelToStand 22 depositLowR 30 jumpingJack1Reps
7 sitDownFloor 15 standUpLieFloor 23 elbowToKnee1RepsLelbowStart

and used the remaining for testing. After calculate the

confident for each RF, we select top 10 RFs for each action

category to further extract the temporal information. We

set θ = 0.7 in Eq. (20)and the length of each sequence is

less than 20 segments.

The testing accuracy with the number of training sam-

ples is showed in the Figure 5. Our propose method can

get 83.82 percent accuracy on testing data-set with only

two training samples and reach to 100 percent with eight

training samples.

Figure 5: Testing accuracy with the number of training

samples.

We select some top RFs which have high

confident from actions: walk2StepsLstart(4),

walkOnPlace2StepsLStart(5), turnLeft(18), turnRight(19),

depositHighR(21), jumpingJackReps(30), are showed in

the Table II. In relational feature index column (RFID),

Fx,y denote for action x and RF index y of this action. We

set the threshold for these RFs as: For FMove,FNMove:

θ = 0.8hl/s; FPlane: θ = 0.5hl; FNPlane: θ = 0.2hl and

FAngle: θ = 110◦ where hl is the humerus length. After

extract the temporal information, we select two candidate

middle sequences samples which have high confident

from action walk2StepsLstart as showed in Table III.

We compare some present state-of-the-art methods ex-

perimented on Action MOCAP database[23] in Table IV.

Mathieu[24] and Rizwan[26] test their methods on all of

the database (130 actions) and get high accuracy 96.67

and 98.17 percent. Jiang[25] and Ofli[27] also gets very

high accuracy with 98.53 percent. However, they only test

on five different actions. In our experiments, we show that

our method can get high accuracy with only few training

samples on the set of 31 actions.

We present the detail of parameter setups, sample data

Table II: The candidate extracted RFs selected from some

actions.

RFID GRF j1 j2 j3 j4

F4,0 FMove root head rthumb lthumb
F4,2 FMove ltibia lfoot lowerneck lhand
F4,3 FMove ltibia lfoot upperneck lhand
F5,0 FNPlane upperneck rhipjoint rhipjoint lhand
F5,3 FPlane ltibia ltoes rtoes lfingers
F18,6 FPlane ltibia lfoot head lradius
F18,8 FPlane lfoot ltoes upperneck lhumerus
F19,4 FPlane rtibia rclavicle rhand lclavicle
F19,5 FPlane lhipjoint rwrist rthumb lhumerus
F21,7 FPlane ltibia rtoes lfingers rfingers
F21,8 FNMove lclavicle rfoot rfoot rhumerus
F30,5 FPlane root rhipjoint rtibia lhumerus
F30,9 FAngle lfemur lfoot lfoot ltoes

Table III: Two candidate middle sequences selected from

action walk2StepsLstart.

(A)

RFID Sequence

F4,2 1 1 0 1 1

F4,3 1 1 1 1 1

F18,8 1 0 0 0 1

Frames 47 6 88 10 9

(B)

RFID Sequence

F4,0 0 1 1 1

F4,3 1 1 1 1

F19,4 1 1 0 1

Frames 10 48 98 13

of extracted actions and programming source code on our

website[28].

Table IV: Comparison of state-of-art methods.

Methods Accuracy Num. of Actions

Ongoing[24] 96.67 130 (Full)
Actionlet Ensemble[25] 98.13 5

Bio-inspired[26] 98.17 130 (Full)
SMIJ[27] 98.53 5

Our propose method 100.00 31

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a method to extract the

knowledge from the 3D action MoCap data. We define

the set of action features and use a statistical method
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to extract the common sets for different action classes.

For each actions, the knowledge extracted are the sets of

frequent common action features. The results show that

this extracted action features are robust with the new input

data, which gives high accuracy when we use them for

testing on recognizing actions. The knowledge extracted

from our method is not only performed automatically,

but also more relevant in its semantic meaning. In the

present research, we use the sets of action features both

spatially and temporally. In the sets of action features, we

focus on the whole action as global information, but the

order of appearance and disappearance of each features

was omitted. However, this local information could help

us to learn and recognize actions in real-time, which will

be discussed in our further works.
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